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Abstract. Natural language (NL) access to databases is a problem that has in-
terested researchers for many years. We demonstrate that an ontology-based 
approach is technically feasible to handle some of the challenges facing NL 
query processing for database access. This paper presents the architecture, algo-
rithms and results from the prototype thereof which indicate a domain and lan-
guage independent architecture with high precision and recall rates.  Studies 
are conducted for each of English and Swahili queries, both for same language 
and cross-lingual retrieval, from which we demonstrate promising precision and 
recall rates, language and domain independence, and that for language pairs it is 
sufficient to incorporate a machine translation system at the gazetteer level. 
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1 Introduction 

The problem of using natural language (NL) for database access is still a challenging 
problem. One specific challenge includes the lack of a suitable language- and domain-
independent methodology for understanding unconstrained NL text in the context of a 
Swahili-English cross-lingual database. The cross-lingual aspect arises from the ob-
servation that most systems that support Swahili queries predominantly rely on conca-
tenation of words or abbreviations in English as databases’ metadata. Furthermore, 
the problem of parsing database schema into suitable ontology concepts that can rea-
dily map onto parsed NL text remains largely unstudied. 

Attempts at machine learning methods have been reported in several reports in-
cluding [8] and [19]. The main handicap has been the need for training data for each 
set of database and NL queries and low performance in triple extraction. Other pre-
vious studies have tended to concentrate on logic based mapping of syntactically 
parsed NL to database contents but this has had the challenge of language dependence 
and brittleness due to reliance on rules and low database portability.  
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This paper presents a novel methodology that facilitates natural language under-
standing of user queries and that helps build structured queries that can be used to 
access highly structured information sources such as relational databases. We present 
a language and domain independent approach for understanding unconstrained NL 
text, show the design of our model and algorithms thereof that facilitate access of data 
from databases using Swahili and English as case-study languages. We also present 
results that were obtained from a prototype (developed as part of the wider project) 
upon which performance evaluations were done. 

2 Related Work 

Analysis of the related literature reveals the use of three general approaches: semantic 
parsing, logic mapping and ontology concept mapping.  

In applications whose sources are characterized by low levels of structure such as 
web-based text sources the preferred approach is semantic parsing. Methods applied 
range from highly annotated machine learning techniques [11] to purely unsuper-
vised techniques [6]. Though these efforts have not directly solved the access to 
relational database problem and only address question answering in text-based 
sources, some researchers notably Giordani and Moschitti [8] have taken this ap-
proach further by developing a parallel corpus of syntactic trees of NL queries and 
SQL queries for databases, specifically the Mooney GeoQuery set. The main draw-
back to this approach is the need for training data for every set of database and NL 
queries pairs. This approach has therefore not been successful in solving database 
related problems.  

NL access to relational databases has most successfully been tackled through logic 
mapping [16]. Logic mapping involves morphological and syntactic processing fol-
lowed by mapping between the query syntactic forms and SQL forms. Usually seman-
tic interpretation is achieved through semantic annotation of the identified phrases. 
Some successful applications such as Tiscover [5] have been implemented through 
mapping of phrases. Tagging of phrases in a query with relevant predefined classes is 
necessary so that each phrase can be labeled and therefore semantically interpreted. 
Automatic tagging however inevitably introduces errors similar to those in semantic 
labeling such as poor classification while manual tagging is costly.  

Due to these issues among others a different school of thought, encouraged by ad-
vances in the semantic web research, has emerged in search of improved models.  A 
recent approach has been reported by the Nokia Research Centre Cambridge [15] 
where they solved the problem of accessing information stored in RDF repositories 
targeted to mobile phones users. These works along with other ground breaking works 
in the semantic web research such as AquaLog [18], Querix [7], NLP Reduce [9], 
QuestIO [17] and FREyA [4] though not directly solving the problem of relational 
databases have greatly inspired the approach in this work. 
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ultimately assembled as SPARQL queries that can be used to obtain information from 
Resource Description Framework (RDF) sources such as the semantic ontology for an 
RDBMS. The last step in Fig. 1(b) which is evaluating and reflecting on the answers 
provided is meant for self-assessment and automatic adjustment. This step was ma-
nually implemented as the algorithm’s parameter adjustment and was not automated.  

 

Fig. 2. Concepts Discovery 

In the resulting architecture illustrated in Fig. 3 the system accepts user input in the 
form of full natural language sentences or key phrases or words.  Raw text is sub-
jected to linguistic processing that involves tokenizing, stemming, POS tagging and 
phrase formation based on Swahili collocation formation patterns established in [20]. 
On the other hand ontology elements relating to class and property names are norma-
lized and stemmed. Instance names are stripped to the root as opposed to class and 
property which is stripped to the stem. The architecture works with the algorithm 
provided below. 
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(equivalent to ontology class and property names respectively), we need an additional 
step to provide chunking on the input side and normalization on the ontology side. 
The preferred chunking is collocation. 

4.3 Illustrative Examples 

Given an input sentence in Swahili Nipe majina, tarehe ya kuzaliwa na anwani za 
wafanyi kazi wote, (which means ‘Give me the names, dates of birth and addresses of 
all employees’ ), we first translate the sentence using an external system (in our case 
the Swahili-English Google translator tool) to obtain an English equivalent. 

A gazetteer, whose full architecture is described in [20] is constructed by identify-
ing all legitimate class, property and instance names and arranges them as triples or 
class-property pairs. This can be done dynamically at run-time or in a preprocessing 
stage. Using preprocessing allows more effective translation at the gazetteer level. On 
the other hand NLQ is assembled in a feature space model whose architecture is de-
scribed in [20]. The feature space model is a data structure which we implemented as 
an array and contains basic information of each word in a query such as the stem, 
hyponym, part of speech tag and other annotations. Conversion of relational databases 
into ontology was achieved through ‘datamaster’ .  

The phrase tarehe ya kuzaliwa (translated to ‘date of birth’) mentioned above maps 
onto ontology element {En: dateOfBirth}. The normalized ontology element dateOf-
Birth yields three separate names; date, of and birth. It is therefore paramount that 
linguistic processing involves collocation chunking. These can now be matched 
against the user input. In order to enhance knowledge comprehension and thus usa-
bility capacity we used a stemmer. We used the Lancaster stemmer [13] as imple-
mented in the Natural language toolkit [1] for English and a regular expression stem-
mer for Swahili. In the example above if the user used the word ‘employed’ instead of 
‘employees’ which appears as an ontology concept, the system can intelligently con-
clude that we are referring to employees class — we have illustrated concept discov-
ery. While this example involves the discovery of what we call “explicit” concepts in 
that they have direct mentions of properties or classes, in other scenarios there is no 
direct mention. Our approach provides for this implicit concept-discovery by perform-
ing simple inference. 

Consider the question Bidhaa gani ambazo huja kwa chupa (Which products come 
in bottles)?” In this case the following processes occur according to our algorithm. 
Bottles is stripped to bottle which in turn maps to instance bottled which is found 
within the ontology as an instance. Since Bottled  has been tagged in Gazetteer as an 
instance of categories class through datatype property Description, we discover two 
additional ontology concepts that is, 

 
Categories  class and 
Description property 
and the following triple is created, where FILTER is necessary for instantiating a 

class’s property value 
?categories   db: categories.description  ?description 
       FILTER(?description = “bottled”) 
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Further the query also has interrogative of type “which” that suggests an identification 
problem. By default we return instances of classes with properties related to identifi-
cation of the class; that is name, identification or both if present  in that particular 
class. We ultimately derive the following set of triples: 

 { ?products db: products.ProductID ?ProductID. 
    ?products db: products.ProductName?ProductName. 
    ?products db: products.CategoryID ?CategoryID. 
    ?categories db: categories.CategoryId ?CategoryID. 
    ?categories db: categories.Description ?Description. 
 FILTER( ?Description = "bottled") } 

Note that in database ontologies it is preferable to use both class and property names 
so as to minimize ambiguity in case multiple classes are using similar property names 
as in the example customer’s phone and supplier’s phone. 

5 Experiments and Results 

To evaluate a NL relational database access model we create a framework that takes 
into consideration precision, recall, support for multiple ontologies, portability and 
support for multiple languages and/or cross-lingual databases. In addition accuracy, 
F-score and ‘effect of complexity of the question to precision and recall’ were added 
to the evaluation criteria. The issue of complexity was handled in line with [5] and 
[17] where the complexity of a question is assumed to increase with the number of 
concepts present in a query. 

Three sets of experiments were done. We applied the model across three databases 
namely farmers-db [12], Microsoft northwind-db and University of Nairobi students 
records database [20]. Each database was subjected to a set of randomly collected 
questions as described in each sources and the parameters as described above calcu-
lated. The farmers’ database was queried with 625 randomly generated questions as 
described in [12]. For the Microsoft database we used a sample set of 120 questions, 
of which 100 were generated in [3] to evaluate the Elf system  and 20 were generated 
in [12]. The third experiment for querying University of Nairobi students’ records 
database had 310 unique questions generated in [20]. The databases which were orig-
inally authored in MySQL were converted into equivalent OWL ontologies through 
data-master plugin on protégé tool. The reasoner within the protégé tool was used to 
generate the answers from the ontologies. The generated answers were then manually 
evaluated to determine correctness and determine precision, recall and accuracy.  

A full description of all results is beyond the scope of this paper. A summary is 
shown in Table 1 below. The results indicate a model whose average precision at a 
Levenshtein distance µ, of 1 (within the matching function) is 0.8393 and increases to 
0.9480 on decrease of µ to 0. Precision therefore increases with a decrease of µ while 
recall decreases. Accuracy on the other hand increases slightly. A suitable parameter 
for gauging overall suitability would be the F-score, the harmonic mean of precision 
and recall, which increases from 0.7383 to 0.7525 on tightening µ. This means any 
NLQ system relying on string matching for extracting explicit and implicit concepts 
from a database should not permit too much laxity in the matching process. 
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A high precision is important because it indicates the quality of the parsed queries 
while recall indicates the extent to which our model generates some SPaRQL queries 
whether right or wrong. [14] notes that all models decline to answer some questions 
hence the need for recall. Accuracy on the other hand indicates the extent to which a 
user expects the correct answer from a given set of questions. 

Table 1. Summary of Results 

 Levenshtein gap 
(match function) 

Exp. 1 Exp. 2 Exp. 3 Average 

Precision 
(%) 

µ = 1 0.839 0.732 0.860 0.810 

µ = 0 0.948 
 

0.936 0.945 0.943 

Recall 
(%) 

µ = 1 0.766 0.683 0.600 0.683 
µ = 0 0.646 0.650 0.584 0.627 

Accuracy 
(%) 

µ = 1 0.643 0.500 0.516 0.553 
µ = 0 0.613 0.608 0.552 0.591 

F-Score µ = 1 0.801 0.766 0.707 0.738 
µ = 0 0.769 0.707 0.722 0.753 

 
Experimental results also indicate that translation is better done at the gazetteer 

level as opposed to the NLQ input level. 
Minock et al. (2008) [21] has provided an elaborate review of performance of the 

most competitive models in logic-based mapping and semantic parsing approaches 
based on grammar mapping or statistical mapping, however a brief summary is pro-
vided in Table 2 below. 

Table 2. Comparison of Results 

Model Precision 
(%) 

Recall 
(%) 

Accuracy 
(%) 

F-
score 

Main Principle 

PRECISE 0.80-0.100 0.550-.775 0.45-0. 775 0.65 - 
0.87 

Graph Matching [14] 

 
WASP 

 
0.800- 
0.915 

 
0.600-
0.940 

 
0.500- 
0.866 

 
0.690- 
0.930 

Semantic parsing using 

Statistical Machine 

Translation (SCFG-based) 

[22] 

Minock et 
al. Model 

 
0.600-
0.850 

 
0.500-
0.800 

 
App.  0. 
800 

 
0.550- 
0.820 

Synchronous Context-free 

with lambda calculus ex-

pressions (λ-SCFG) [21] 

ONLAD 
(µ = 1- 0) 

0.810-
0.943 

0.683- 
0.627 

0.553- 
0.591 

0.738- 
0.753 

OCM Approach [this paper] 

 
The model developed here can support cross-lingual databases. It has high portabil-

ity and is not affected by distribution drift’ because it does not require prior training 
unlike semantic parsing systems which rely on machine learning. The model is not 
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affected by long ungrammatical questions nor complex questions with multiple con-
cepts because it rarely relies on syntactic parsing information except for collocation 
formation. The model however suffers from lower maximum recall and accuracy 
levels as evident from results because it requires someone to enter information that 
sometimes is regarded as obvious or superfluous. For example the query ‘give me 
customers who come from Nairobi’ might require you to add the word ‘name’ within 
the query so that the system realizes we require ‘customers’ names’. The model can 
also be easily interchangeable between languages because only the collocation rules 
need to be imported and the appropriate gazetteer translator installed.  

6 Conclusion 

This paper has presented a language and domain-independent ‘ontology concepts 
mapping’ model that converts NLQ into structured queries that can be used to access 
relational databases. The model is especially suitable for resource-scarce languages 
with minimal linguistic processing activities. The model capitalizes on the easy con-
version of NLQ to concepts which are processed as collocation chunks, and conver-
sion of database schema and data as ontology concepts which are then mapped and 
assembled as SPaRQL queries.  We have demonstrated how to overcome cross-
lingual issues in database querying. We have successfully applied the model across 
three databases namely farmers [12], Microsoft northwind and UoN MSc Coordinator 
[20] where the average precision is 0.87. 
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